Chemical Imaging of Self-Assembled Monolayers on Copper Using Compressive Hyperspectral Sum Frequency Generation Microscopy.
Sum frequency generation microscopy is a label-free optical imaging technique with intrinsic molecular vibrational contrast for surface studies. Recent developments of compressive sensing broad-band hyperspectral SFG microscopy have demonstrated the potential application for imaging monolayer at metal surfaces with micrometer spatial resolution. Here is presented the capability of chemical imaging of spatially patterned monolayers of 1-octadecanethiol (ODT) and 16-methoxy-1-hexadecanethiol (MeOHT) molecules assembled on a copper surface. The spatial distributions of the monolayer with vibrational-spectral contrast are well-demonstrated at different frequency regions through reconstruction of the hypercube using a 3-dimensional total variation regularization algorithm (3DTV). Spatial-chemical distributions of each component are also reconstructed directly from the compressive measurements by endmember unmixing (CEU) scheme. Compared to 3DTV algorithm, the reconstruction from CEU shows spatial distribution of each component on the surfaces, and demonstrates the ability to characterize the domains of mixed-molecules on surfaces.